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We have designed and implemented a technique that allows the user of a cir

cuit simulator that operates in the time domain to include two-port network com

ponents that are described in a complete set of measured s-parameterdata.This

capability enables the circuit designer to simulate any components that do not

have a closed form model, such as transmission lines with nonuniform electric

properties. The technique has been incorporated into our timing simulator

SWEC, which already handles transmission lines with the uniform RLGC model

by a recursive convolution method. Inverse Fourier transform was used to trans

form s-parameter data from frequency domain into time domain in order to inter

face properly with the rest of the circuits to be simulated. Simulation based on

direct convolution was devised to compute voltages and currents of nodes of

interest at arbitrary time points from transformed s-parameterdata. Several test

circuits containing uniform transmission lines were used to compare our new

simulator with SPICE and the original SWEC. The results show that electric

behaviors in all test cases match well among the three. Moreover, our new simu

lator still enjoys a two orders of magnitude speedup over SPICE.



1 Introduction

In 1992, transmission line simulations were successfully integrated into the timing simula

tor SWEC [1][2] by using a recursive convolution method with linear complexity in time.

Extensive tests using industrial examples and comparison with current circuit and inter

connect simulators have convinced us that SWEC will play a major role in future IC,

MCM, and PCB design. SWEC solves Telegrapher Equations based on the uniform trans

mission line model, namely, the uniform RLGC model. However, in microwave applica

tions or high speed digital circuits, RLGC parameters for transmission lines cannot be

easily obtained and the lines may not be uniform. Instead, engineers and researchers are

accustomed to using scattering-parameters to characterize networks or transmission lines

because of the ease of measurement [8]. Therefore, it is necessary and practicallymean

ingful to have a tool that can simulate networks based on measured s-parameterdata.The

purpose of this paperis to describe our approach to integratingnetworks characterized by

measured s-parameter data into SWEC.

Issues of integrating simulation based on measured or tabulated s-parameter data have

drawn attention recently. Sanaie, Chiprout, Nakhla and Zhang[3] considered linear time

invariant circuits based on a moment matching method. The network, excluding the mea

sured subcircuits, is represented by a small set of data points similar to the measured sub-

circuits. Numerical inverse Fourier transformis then performed. Silveira, Elfadel, White,

Chilukuri and Kundert [4] developed a sophisticatedrational approximation method. But

it does not consider a general 2-portwhich may include non-uniform lines specifiedby its

measured scattering matrix.

In this paper,we will first briefly review the scattering formulation and the inverse Fourier

transformof measured s-parameter data. Afterwards,we will derive the equations forcon

volution simulation and discuss some of the implementation issues. The inverse Fourier

transform andthe convolution simulation havebeencombinedinto an s-parameter pro

cessing module and incorporated into the latest version of SWEC, SWEC2.1.

The new version of SWEC, called SWEC2.S, can handle any two-port networks described

in measured s-parameter data. Simulations of several test circuits show an excellent match

with SWEC2.1 andSPICE3 runs with transmission linesreplaced partly or totallyby



blocks described in s-parameter data. In terms of execution time, we have obtained a

speedup of two orders of magnitude over SPICE3.

2 S-Parameter Representation of Two-Port Networks

Generally, s-parameters describe the ratios of reflection and transmission waves of a net

work under agiven loading situation. Assuming a two-port network1 in Figure 1,

Zr
Zr

Figure 1. a two port representation

where (vj,v2) and (ij,^) are port voltages and currents respectively, and z isthe ref
erence impedance, the variables that describe the reflection and transmission waves a and

b at these two ports are defined as [6]

*1-27<V1+Vl>- *2 =̂<V2+V2>
(l)

b, =i-SjpOWi). I-^VW

where r is the real part of the reference impedance z and z theconjugate of zr.The s-

parameters describe the relationshipof variables a and b in the following manner,

*l=5llfll+512*2

^2= 521fll +,S22a2
(2)

1. A largevariety of networks in microwave circuits are two-port networks andmostequipment thatmea
sures s-parameters is for two-port networks.



where S** and $22 are the scattering reflection coefficients, and S*2 and Sji are me
scattering transmission coefficients of the network.

Combine Equations 1 and 2 by substituting variables a and b> we obtain the relations of s-

parameters with port voltages and currents,

(511-l)Vi+512V2 +zr(511 +l)/1 +zr5i2/2 =0

521V1+^22-1>V2+zrVl+^(522+1)/2 =°

where it is assumed that the reference impedance is a resistor, i.e.,

z — z .
r r

Equation 3 characterizes the behavior of two-port networks described by s-parameters in

the frequency domain. The central task is to incorporate the two equations in (3) into the

circuit equation of the rest of the circuit, which is established based on KCL and KVL.

Since SWEC solves the circuit equation in the time domain, we have to transform the rela

tions in Equation 3 into the time domain,

*n (0*vj (r) -vj (t) +sn(t)*v2(t) +zrsn (t)*ix (t) +zrix (0

+Vl2W**2W =0
s21 (0*vj (t) +s22(t)*v2(t) -v2(0 +zrs2l (t)*ix (r) <4>

+zrs22(t)*i2(t)+z i2{t) =0

(3)

where *denotes convolution, s^(t) t s2^(t) t s^2(t) t and s22 (t) are the time domain

functions of S^ j, S2^, 512, and $22*anci vi (0» V2 (0»*1(0»and U (f) are the time

domain functions of V,, V2,1«, and ly, respectively.

Therefore the problem of integratingnetworks described by s-parameters is to solve Equa

tion 4 together with the circuit equations of the remaining circuit. In the following sec

tions, we will discuss how to transform s-parameters into the time domain based on

measured data in the frequency domain and present the convolution simulation method.



3 Inverse Fourier Transform

Forelectroniccircuitsand systems, the inverseFourier transforms (IFT) of s-parameters

in the time domain arereal-valued functions. This simple fact is central to the way we

transform measured s-parameter data into time domain.

Let F (co) be the Fourier transform of f(t). From well-known properties ofFourier trans

form, only the real part of F (co) is needed to obtain areal, even function f(t) = /(-r).

Forconvolution purpose to be discussed in the next Section, /(f) for t < 0 is ignored.

The measured s-parameter data are sampled data in alimited band of frequencies (e.g.

300KHz - 6GHz [8]). Both extrapolation and interpolation may be necessary to obtain cor

rect and accurate time response. Certainly the value at zero frequency must be available

for IFT. As to the high end, aruleof thumbwhich is useful fordetermining the needed

maximum frequency is

Jmax At '

where At is the approximate risetime of the signals at the ports of the two-port network.

4 Convolution Simulation

From Equation 4, we know thatto simulate the networks characterized by s-parameters we

must compute the convolution of s^ j (f), s21 (0» s^2 (r), s22 (r) and appropriate vari

ables Vj (r), v2 (f), i j (r), i2 (t). Without loss ofgenerality, let us look into one convo

lution

t

^11(0*v1(r) = jvl(t-x)sn(x)dx.
0

Our plan is to performtrapezoidal approximation to obtain the integration. Let T be the

time interval of IFT, which is equal to 7: . Suppose that the current simulation time
*max

point is tn. We first discretize the interval [0, t ] into LT segments, where L is the quo

tient of t divided by T. (Refer to Figure 2.)
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Figure 2. discretization of time axises
T is the time interval of IFT, L is the quotient of t

n

divided by 7\ h*t /u> •••> ^M represent integration inter
vals between consecutive time points, and Tq, r,,..., f
are the time points.

Equation 5 can be rewritten as

*nW*v,W

l r rr
., r

= 1
i=lLci-l>r

J Vn-'O'iiOO* +Jvi(fn"t)jll ^d<c
LT

(6)

The first term corresponds to the integration over the LT segments and the second term is

the residual segment between LT and t . By trapezoidal approximation,

and

iT

J vi(r«~x),sll(x)rfT
</-l)T

= 5r[vi(r/l-(/-1)r)5ii(('-1)r)+vi^-'T>5ii(lT)]
(7)



*n
Jv1(r/I-x)511(x)rfx

LT (8)

=I (tn-LT) [vx (tn-LT)sn (LT) +Vj (0)*n (*„)]

Substituting Equations 7 and 8 in Equation 6, we obtain

sn(t)*v1(t)
%n

1 L~X
- i7vi ('*)5n(0) +£ ^(^-^'ii m (9)

+5^l|-(^-l)Tlv1(r||-LT)j11(LD+Ia|I-LT)v1(0)*11(r||).

We calculate Vj (r) at time t -iT bylinear interpolation based on its nearest neigh
boring values at simulation time points. That is,

for ksatisfying t. \<tn"iT^tjr

For the special case when k = n> Equation 10 can be written as

h-iT T hn
v\{tn~iT) = ~h W+JfV'n-l^ forany'suchthat^Y*

n n

Likewise s^ (r ) isalso obtained by linearly interpolating adjacent known values.

(11)

Referring to Figure 2, *q, fj, ..., f are simulation time points. At the time we are calcu

lating Vj (r ), we have already obtained all the values v« (r.) for j = 0,1,2,!...,
N(n-l). Likewise, s^(iT) are available, for / = 0,1, ...,-=•, where N isthe number

of pointsused in IFT. Substitute thesevaluesand Equations 10and 11 into Equation 9 and

collectall terms thatinvolve v* (r ), we can put the convolution into the following form



*n (0*vj (0 , =Cllvl('„)+*ll.v1
n

(12)

where Cj-. is the coefficient for the v, (t ) term and i?,, is the remaining term.

By the same technique, we can obtain the following equations for the convolutions in

Equation 4,

ln K

0=l,2;k = l,2)

To evaluate Equation 4 at time t , we use the formula in Equation 13 to obtain

where

*c =

Ac^c ~ "C

^l"1 C12 zr(Cll +1) zrC12
C21 C22-l zrC2l zr(C22+D

*c = -
/?ll,v1+/?12,v2 +zr/?ll.z1+2r/?12,i2
*21. Vj +*22, v2 +Zr*21, ij +zr*22. /2

*c=[V<*> V<*> W Wj

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

Equation 14 are the two 2-port equations in terms of the port voltages and currents.

Together with the rest of the circuit equations, SWEC obtains the simulation results. When

integrating our technique into SWEC, we retain SWEC's partitioningalgorithm [1]. We

regard the measured blocks as strongly coupled components.



5 Experimental Results

In this section, several examples have been tested and compared with SWEC2.1 and

SPICE3. All of them are run on DEC 5000.

In order to make comparison with SWEC2.1 and SPICE3, for which only uniform trans

mission lines modelled by RLGC parameters are acceptable, the measured data have been

generated usingthe RLGC model before simulation. Our technique works equally wellfor

any two-port networks.

5.1 Circuit 1

Circuit 1 is simply a resistor and a transmission line connected to an inverter as shown in

Figure 3. The transmission line wasreplaced by generated s-parameter data in the fre

quency range 300Hz - 3GHz when the circuit is simulated by SWEC2.S.

Figure 3. circuit 1

Weimposed a PWL sourcewith 5 and0 volts as its upperand lower boundsat node 2. The

waveforms obtained at node 4 when setting theramp time of the inputsignal to be0.1ns,

0.5ns, 2.5nsrespectively are shownin Figure4. In Figure4 (b) and (c), we observethat

the results from three simulators(SWEC2.S, SWEC2.1 and SPICE3)are almost identical.

In (a), theslight differences arecaused byinsufficiency of s-parameter data at high fre

quencies.
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Figure 4. waveforms at node 4 for circuit 1
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5.2 Circuit 2

The second circuit tested is shownin Figure 5. We also replaced the transmissionline

between the two cascaded inverters with a two-port network described by generated s-

parameter data, which range between lOKHz and 15GHz. We imposed a periodical PWL

source at node 2, and showed the waveforms at node 4 from the three simulators in Figure

6. We can see that the waveforms agree fairly well.

Figure 5. circuit 2

4-SWEC2.S

5.00- ts—,

4sp-
4sw

SPICE3

-SWECZ1
ST-

* ~4sp

4.50- /
If 4sw

4.00- I
3.50- f

"3

O
00

a
o
>

8.00

2.50-

2.00-

1.50

1.00

0.5O

0.00 \*m^?

f

0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00
sx 10-9

10.00

time (second)

Figure 6. waveforms at node 4 in circuit 2
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Table 1 displays the time statistics for the three runs.

SWEC2.S SWEC2.1 SPICE3 time unit

2.8 0.53 154.4 second

Table 1. time cost for circuit 2

About 0.93 seconds of the 2.8 seconds for SWEC2.S is spent on the setting up of IFT of s-

parameters. This means that the transient simulation time for SWEC2.S, which uses our

direct convolution simulation method for the block described by s-parameter data, is about

twice of the simulation time for SWEC2.1, which depends on the recursive convolution

method.

5.3 Circuit 3

The circuit shown in Figure 7 is an 8-bit full adder. Node ca is the carry out of the adder,

s7 is the 8th bit of the sum, s5 is the 6th bit of the sum, and vp4 is a point at power line

which is modelled by 7 transmission lines. For the ground line, there are also 7 transmis

sion lines. Weregard these 14linesas 14two-port networks which are characterized by

generated s-parameter data in the range of frequency 100Hz-3GHz.

R2 P8

vpO

a0

r^bcu

cO"

o
CQ

Rl PI

R4

vp4

-a-
R3

s5

P14
JlJiHI.

a7
b7

1 «

^I222Z8-

P7

Figure 7. circuit 3 - an 8 bit full adder

Figures 8,9,10 and 11 display the waveforms at nodes ca, s5, s7 andvp4.

s7

ca

12
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Figure 8. waveforms at node ca in circuit 3
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J
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Figure 9. waveforms at node s5 in circuit 3
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Figure 10. waveforms at node s7 in circuit 3
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Figure 11. waveforms at node vp4 in circuit 3

The running time for this circuit is

SWEC2.S SWEC2.1 SPICE3 time unit

89.5 35.9 157.6 second

Table 2. time cost for circuit 3
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5.4 Circuit 4

Circuit 4 is shown in Figure 12. There are two coupled transmission lines and a two-port

network pi characterized by generated s-parameter data from the uniform RLGC model of

a transmission line. The available data for this circuit is from 4MHz to 8GHz. Wecompare

the simulationresult with SWEC2.1 only, sinceSPICE3 doesn't handlecoupled lines.Fig

ured displays the waveforms at node B2 from both simulators. For this circuit, SWEC2.1

takes 0.45 seconds, and SWEC2.S takes 2.60 seconds, in which about 1.62 seconds was

spent on IFT.

Rl LI
•»*»***»•

6fl
X
X

A2 B2

IT I

UUUlli-l 1 1

0 1n
Figure 12. circuit 4
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1.00
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0.00

/\,

5.00

y
V

B2-SWEC2.S
B2sw-SWEC2.1

B2~

10.00
sx 10-9

15.00 20.00
time (second)

Figure 13. waveforms at node B2 in circuit 4
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5.5 Circuits

The fifth circuit we have tested is shown in Figure 14. There is a two-port network PI

described by measured s-parameter data in the range of frequency from 4MHz to 8GHz.

Again we compare the simulation results with SWEC2.1 and SPICE3 with the measured

block replaced by a single transmission line. Table 3 displays the time statistics. It took

about 1.58 seconds for SWEC2.S to do the setup. Compared with SWEC2.1 and SPICE3,

SWEC2.S is about two times slower than SWEC2.1 in transient simulation and is more

than 100 times faster than SPICE3.

I I
Rl LI

i-CZHMH

x xl

I

£) 01 A

1-EEZS-tyvVrWv-^^aTH
PI

T

B

El
± -£=MW\rrVv\r^^' -t^HWNrrVvY-^—I

Figure 14. circuit 5

SWEC2.S SWEC2.1 SPICE3 time unit

2.50 0.45 377.5 second

Table 3. time statistics for circuit 5

Figures 15 and 16 exhibit the waveforms from the three simulators at nodes A and B

respectively.
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Figure 15. waveforms at node A in circuit 5
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Figure 16. waveforms at node B in circuit 5
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5.6 Circuit 6

The sixth circuit tested is a clock tree circuit which consists of 73 different transmission

lines, nearly 3000 resistors and 3000 capacitors together with two inverters in series as the

driver (Figure 17). Before simulation, we generated 73 blocks which were described by s-

parameter data in frequency range lOKHz - 15GHz for each transmission line.

linear interconnect

subnetwork

73 lines

2895 resistors

2777 capacitors

T
clock

pin 117
clock

pin 228

Figure 17. circuit 6 - a clock tree circuit

Figures 18 and 19 show the simulation results at two specific pins.
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//
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Figure 18. waveforms at pin 117 in circuit 6
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Figure 19. waveforms at pin 228 in circuit 6

Table 4 is the running time statistics.

SWEC2.S SWEC2.1 SPICE3 time unit

184.1 69.2 5199.0 second

Table 4. time cost for circuit 4

For this circuit, SWEC2.Stook about 65 seconds to perform IFT. If we omit this part of the

time, SWEC2.S again is two times slower than SWEC2.1.

6 Conclusions

We have illustrated our strategy in simulating two-port networks characterized by mea

sured s-parameters and its integration into SWEC2.1. Several test examples have demon

strated that simulation can almost reach the same accuracy as SPICE3 if the measured data

at high enough frequencyare available. By takingadvantageof circuit partitioning of

SWEC2.1, we can obtain two orders of magnitude faster speed than SPICE.
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